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No Exit was founded by composer Timothy Beyer with the intent of serving as an outlet for the 

commission and performance of contemporary avant-garde concert music. No Exit is committed 

to promoting the works of living composers, particularly the music of young and emerging artists 

!"#$"%&'()*$+'*$"%,$'-*"'.$*"'$#//#.*0(-*-'1$#.$'2/#10.'$#3$*"'-.$4'**'.$5(#!($6#0(*'./%.*17$80.$
goal is to showcase exciting and important programing from composers around the world with a 

focus on presenting progressive music of composers in the Greater Cleveland area.

As part of this philosophy, No Exit will present two programs a year, performing each program at 

several venues. This, along with community outreach efforts, will help provide for an environment in 

which listeners can hear the work of living artists, many of which work and reside in our community. 

80.$1*0,'(*$6#99-11-#(-(:$/.#:.%9$"-:";-:"*1$1#9'$#3$*"'$4'1*$*"%*$#0.$+#0(:$6#9/#1'.1$"%&'$
to offer and provides the listening public exposure to the voices of tomorrow.

While its core group consists of a piano quartet, at times No Exit will be supplemented by other 

musicians and/or electronics in order to present a wide range of programing. It is our hope to 

provide our audience with a challenging and rewarding experience, and to do so at venues and in 
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                                                     Thank you for your support.

No Exit New Music Ensemble from left to right; James Praznik, James Rhodes, Luke Rinderknecht, Eric Gonzalez, Timothy Beyer, Nicho-

las Underhill, Sean Gabriel, Nick Diodore, and Cara Tweed  (Photo: Herbert Ascherman)



Nocturne - 1. Doux Et Calme (1919)

Avant-Dernières Pensèes - 1. Idylle. Modere, Je Vous Prie (1915)

Nocturne - 5 (1919)

 Erik Satie (b.1866 - d.1925)

String Trio (1991) 

Krzysztof Penderecki (b.1933)

Sept Papillons (2000) 

Kaija Saariaho (b.1952)

Intermission

Night Falls Fast (2007) 

Ryan Gallagher (b.1984)

>"'$?'%6"$%*$>-9')1$@(,$ABCDEF$ “World Premiere”

Nicholas Underhill (b.1953)

Fantasie (2015) “World Premiere”

Justin Henry Rubin (b.1971)

Program

Program

  I. Allegro molto

 II. Vivace    



When a critic described !"#$%&'(#)*+ music as being “formless”, the artist responded by writing 

Trois Morceaux en forme de poire (Three Pear-shaped Pieces). There are in fact seven pieces 

that comprise the work. Satie is so often cited as being the pre-cursor and/or starting point for 

so many things, among them: musical Dadaism, Theatre of the Absurd, surrealism, conceptual 

art, atonalism, minimalism, multi-media art, and even muzak! A true experimentalist, the breadth 

#3$"-1$-(G0'(6'$-1$-99'%10.%4;'7$H%(+$#3$*"'1'$-,'%1$%(,$6#(6'/*1$*"%*$"'$:%&'$4-.*"$*#$#&'.$
a hundred years ago have only gained momentum with the passage of time. When questioned 

%1$*#$I%*-'J1$.';'&%(6'=$K#"($L%:'$M0-//',=$N$O*J1$(#*$%$M0'1*-#($#3$I%*-'J1$.';'&%(6'7$P'J1$
-(,-1/'(1%4;'7Q$L%:'$*##5$%$3'!$/%:'1$3.#9$I%*-'J1$4##57

During an era where Wagnerism and Romanticism were the dominant musical aesthetics, 

I%*-'J1$901-6=$!"-;'$1#9'*-9'1$/#11'11-(:$%$6'.*%-($1'(1'$#3$9';%(6"#;+=$!%1$-940',$!-*"$%($
otherworldly, hypnotic and detached quality. This, in stark contrast to the emotional extravagance 

of Wagner or the passionate expressiveness of the late period romantics. Throughout his life he 

seemed to perpetually occupy the role of the musical iconoclast, often expressing the dichotomy 

4'*!''($"-1$901-6$%(,$'&'.+#('$';1')1$!-*"$:.'%*$!-*=$!"-91+=$-(*';;-:'(6'=$%(,$#3$6#0.1'=$
absurdity.

Satie drew inspiration from medieval music, re-contextualizing such early music techniques as 

monody (music which has only one melodic line) and monophony (music which incorporates a 

single melodic line without harmonic accompaniment). He often dispensed with the use of bar 

lines, measures and meter markings (leaving the performer to interpret and perform the rhythm in 

a far more intuitive manner). In his scores, musicians might be instructed to “open your head” or 

*#$/'.3#.9$%$/%11%:'$N;-:"*$%1$%($'::Q$#.$1-9/;+$*#$N$!#.5$-*$#0*$+#0.1';3Q7$R-;*'.',$*".#0:"$I%*-')1$
singular and unique sensibility, these “outdated” techniques were applied in such a fashion as to 

create the most avant-garde of music.

I%*-'$3#0(,$5-(,.',$1/-.-*1$%(,$1#9'*-9'1$6#;;%4#.%*#.1$-($9%(+$#3$*"'$/'.-#,)1$3#.!%.,S*"-(5-(:$
artists: composers Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel, Dadaists Tristan Tzara and Francis 

T-6%4-%$AI%*-'$!.#*'$3#.$T-6%4-%)1$9%:%U-('=$VWDF=$H%($X%+$A-($DWBD$I%*-'$"';/',$H%($X%+$
6#(1*.06*$"-1$Y.1*$.'%,+9%,'$Z%$/-'6'$#3$%.*$6.'%*',$01-(:$3#0(,$#4['6*1\=$*"'$-6#(-6$Gift. A later 
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!-*"$K'%($L#6*'%0$%(,$I'.:'-$^-%:"-;'&)1$?%;;'*1$X011'1F$6.'%*',$*"'$10..'%;$%(,$16%(,%;#01$
Parade, Charles Martin (Satie composed Sports et divertissements as the musical component to 

%$90;*-S9',-%$/.#['6*$!"-6"$-(6;0,',$H%.*-()1$,.%!-(:1F$%(,$*"'$;-1*$:#'1$#(7777$

Erik Satie



String Trio - Krzysztof Penderecki

>"-1$'&'(-(:)1$/.#:.%9$!-;;$3'%*0.'$9#&'9'(*1$3.#9$*!#$#3$I%*-')1$;%*'.$1'.-'1$#3$!#.51$3#.$
piano, his Nocturnes and Avant-Dernières Pensées. In the musical universe of Erik Satie, 

his Nocturnes are curious pieces due to their uncharacteristically serious nature. Even the title 

_<#6*0.(')$-(&#5'1$%($0(6%((-;+$N*.%,-*-#(%;Q$4'(*=$1''9-(:;+$"%.5'(-(:$4%65$*#$*"'$.#9%(*-6-19$
#3$L"#/-()1$(#6*0.('17$I%*-')1$Nocturnes however, are anything but traditional. Their power and 

beauty are not derived through means of sentimentality but rather, are evocative in their austerity, 

/0.-*+$%(,$%;9#1*$:"#1*S;-5'$,'*%6"9'(*7$>"'$Y.1*$<#6*0.('$S$Doux Et Calme (Soft and Quiet), is 

dedicated to pianist Marcelle Meyer.

Avant-Dernières Pensées (Next-to-last Thoughts), are a series of three pieces, each one 

dedicated to a colleague of Satie and each one sublimely humorous. Unlike many works which 

seek to embody the essence of a particular composer, Idylle (for Claude Debussy), is devoid of 

%(+$/%.#,+=$_%/-(:)=$901-6%;$M0#*%*-#(1=$#.$#*"'.$106"$N^'4011+-191Q7$T'."%/1$*"'$/-'6'$1'.&'1$
as more of an observation of Debussy than an ode? The accompanying text describes a poet, 

who when pondering the beauty of nature that he sees around him, is unable to experience 

pleasure from any of it, stating that, “my heart is very small”.

-T.B.

I%*-')1$-99'(1'$/.#6;-&-*+$3#.$'2/'.-9'(*%*-#(=$%-,',$4+$"-1$,-1.':%.,$3#.$!"%*$"'$1%!$%1$*"'$
_'1*%4;-1"9'(*)$*.'(,1$-($%.*$901-6=$;',$*#$"-1$.'%;-U%*-#($#3$!"%*$(#!$!#0;,$4'$6#(1-,'.',$
_6#(6'/*0%;$%.*)7$8('$106"$'2%9/;'$-1$Vexations (written prior to the dawn of the 20th century), 

which calls for a keyboardist to perform a short motif (about two minutes in duration) 840 times 

1066'11-&';+7$O($DW`V=$Vexations$1%!$-*)1$Y.1*$_30;;)$/'.3#.9%(6'$A%;;$abC$.'/'*-*-#(1F$%*$*"'$
"%(,1$#3$K#"($L%:'$A%11-1*',$4+$%($%.9+$#3$/-%(-1*1F7$>"'$/'.3#.9%(6'$,0.%*-#($3';;$[01*$1"#.*$
of 19 hours!

Regarding the collected work of Krzysztof Penderecki, an incredibly stylistically and ideologi-

cally diverse output, through the lens of each rapidly changing artistic and social ideology of the 

20th century can provide an interesting perspective on how a composer closely associated with 

*"'$N1#0(,$9%11Q$9#&'9'(*$#3$*"'$DWEC)1$%(,$DW`C)1$6%($!.-*'$%$/-'6'=$-($*"-1$6%1'$"-1$String 
Trio$6#9/#1',$-($DWWD=$*"%*$-1$1#$.##*',$-($6;'%.;+$/.'1'(*',$%(,$,'Y(',$9#*-&-6$%(,$"%.9#(-6$
material. If the largely homogenous bodies of work created by composers of the 18th and 19th 



centuries, those being with little access to movements and cultures around the world outside 

of their own, are any indication, then the answer lies in how much smaller and more readily 

accessible information in the 20th century had become. For Penderecki, as the tides of taste in 

the art world shifted, so too did his style shift to suit both the ephemeral views of the public as 

!';;$%1$"-1$,'1-.'$*#$!.-*'$901-6$*"%*$.'G'6*',$%;;$#3$"-1$-(1*-(6*1=$5(#!;',:'$%(,$'2/'.-'(6'1$%1$
a composer in the western tradition.   

To this end, his music may have experienced abrupt shifts but never completely abandoned 

the stylistic and compositional practices he employed in his earlier “sound mass” works. 

This pragmatic approach may be the best way to listen to his String Trio; thus reconciling the 

-(6.'%1-(:$6;%.-*+$%(,$01'$#3$6;%11-6%;$901-6%;$,'&-6'1$"-1$901-6$'9/;#+',$-($*"'$'%.;+$DWaC)1=$
*"'$'2*'(,',$-(1*.09'(*%;$6#;#.1$#3$"-1$!#.5$-($*"'$DW`C)1$%(,$*"'$9#*-&-6$.'/'*-*-#($"-1$901-6$
4':%($*#$-9/;'9'(*$-($*"'$;%*'$DWaC)17$>"-1$6.'%*'1$%$/-'6'$!"'.'$6;%11-6%;$."%/1#,-6$%(,$
&-.*0#1-6$1#;#$/%11%:'1$-($*"'$Y.1*$9#&'9'(*=$%(,$'2*'(,',$6%(#(-6$/%11%:'1$-($*"'$1'6#(,$
movement, resembling a quasi-fugue, make up the structural framework of the piece; while a 

dissonant tonal language along with his instrumental color and thematic intensity create a very 

compelling sound world for an audience to inhabit, and cements Penderecki as one of the 20th 

%(,$BD1*$6'(*0.+)1$:.'%*'1*$6#9/#1'.17

This work was commissioned by and dedicated to the German String Trio in 1991. 

-J.P.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Sept Papillons - Kaija Saariaho

Among the various as well as vast distinctions of instrumentation that can be found in music, the 

solo instrumental repertoire is the most intimate and adventurous. The piece Sept Papillons by 

Finnish composer Kaija Saariaho gives a striking portrait of each of those elements. Written in 

2000 for cellist Anssi Karttunen, a native of Finland as well, this piece has become one of the 

9#1*$/#/0;%.$/-'6'1$-($*"'$6';;#$.'/'.*#-.'$*"%*$'2/;#.'1$*"'$-(1*.09'(*)1$30;;$/%;;'*$#3$&-4.%(*$
and varied colors. Each of the seven short movements included in this set have an independent 

character from one another, but also, at the level of musical techniques and motifs, movements 

can be paired with one another and a whole world of musical connections can be discovered.

>"'$6#;#.-1*-6$';'9'(*1$#3$*"-1=$%(,$906"$#3$I%%.-%"#)1$901-6=$1*'9$3.#9$"'.$-(*'.'1*$-($*!#$
distinct musical sub categories. First is her extensive involvement with electronic music.



c-*"$%$/.'109%4;+$-(Y(-*'$%9#0(*$#3$/'.90*%*-#(1$%$1#0(,$!%&'$6%($%6"-'&'=$*"'$';'6*.#(-6$
medium by its very nature inevitably skews the imagination of any composer who actively works 

!-*"$-*$*#$*%5'$('!$.-151$-($*"'-.$/0.';+$%6#01*-6$901-67$>"-1$;'%,1$*#$I%%.-%"#)1$%11#6-%*-#($!-*"$%$
second “sub” category that affects her instrumental compositions; spectral music. Within spectral 

901-6=$6#9/#1-*-#(%;$,'6-1-#(1$%.'$,'*'.9-(',$4+$%($%(%;+1-1$#3$%$1/'6-Y6$1#0(,)1$';'9'(*1$-($
the form of a spectrogram. This analysis, when in the hands of a thoughtful composer, will lead to 

the creation of deceptive yet appealing colors on common instruments.

With the previous notions in mind that this piece is both highly intimate and highly technical 

an extra responsibility falls on to the conscientious listener. That responsibility is to regard the 

emotional transformation that the piece imparts upon the conscientious listener as tantamount. 

Much as an intimate relationship with another human being does not invite a moment by moment 

dissection of what should or should not occur or excite but rather what change it has imparted 

in the end. The cellist  playing Sept Papillons is bearing every bit of themselves to the audience; 

listen to the whole story and not the individual words and it will most certainly be an affecting 

experience. 

- J.P.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Night Falls Fast

Night Falls Fast is scored for viola and percussion (bongos, tom-toms, and timbales) and 

lasts approximately eight minutes. When originally asked by violist Laura Seay to compose 

a new work for viola, I was given the choice to write either a completely solo piece or one 

for viola as part of a small ensemble with any other instrument(s). Electing to avoid the 

common use of piano as accompanist, I decided that composing for non-pitched percussion 

instruments performed by one player would accentuate the rhythmically thematic elements of 

*"'$/-'6'7$H+$!#.5)1$-(1*.09'(*%*-#($!%1$%;1#$-(1/-.',$4+$H-6"%';$L#;:.%11)1$Variations for Four 

Drums and Viola.

Night Falls Fast$G06*0%*'1$4'*!''($1;#!$%(,$3%1*$*'9/#1=$40*$9%-(*%-(1$%$6#(1-1*'(*;+$:.-9$
mood throughout. It was completed in early 2007 and premiered by Laura Seay and Chihiro 

Shibayama at The Juilliard School in New York City later that year.

- R.G.



Corey Rubin (b.1983)Ryan Gallagher

Composer ,-'.%/'00'12)"3+ music has been performed by the Cleveland Chamber Symphony, 

]9'.-6%($L#9/#1'.1$8.6"'1*.%=$K0-;;-%.,$8.6"'1*.%=$'-:"*"$4;%654-.,=$@(1'94;'$]LKc=$<'!$d#.5$
Youth Symphony, New Juilliard Ensemble, Society for New Music, Metropolis Ensemble, Collage 

New Music Ensemble, and others. 

Honors and awards he has received include a 2009 Charles Ives Scholarship from the American 

Academy of Arts and Letters, a First Music commission from the New York Youth Symphony in 

BCCa=$Y&'$]IL]T$R#0(,%*-#($H#.*#($e#0;,$d#0(:$L#9/#1'.1$]!%.,1$ABCCV=$BCCE=$BCC`=$BCCf=$
2011), the 2011 Robbins Family Prize in Music Composition from Cornell University, the 2007 

Arthur Friedman Prize for outstanding orchestral composition at Juilliard, and the 2006 New York 

R','.%*-#($#3$H01-6$L;04)1$?.-%($O1.%';$T.-U'7

]$(%*-&'$#3$c##1*'.=$8"-#=$"'$!%1$4#.($ -($DWab=$:.'!$0/$ -($%$901-6%;$"#01'"#;,=$%(,$1*0,-',$
6#9/#1-*-#($!-*"$"-1$3%*"'.=$K%65$e%;;%:"'.=$,0.-(:$"-:"$16"##;7$P'$.'6'-&',$%$4%6"';#.)1$,':.''$
from The Juilliard School in 2007, where his principal teacher was Christopher Rouse, and attended 

graduate school at Cornell University, where his teachers included Steven Stucky, Roberto Sierra 

and Kevin Ernste. 

- R.G.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)42)%5)'62%'(%4#7)3+%!.8

42)%5)'62%'(%4#7)3+%!.8 for piano solo seems to be a piece in a series of piano pieces that 

6#94-('$9+$-(*'.'1*$-($('!$901-6$%(,$16-$Y7$O9%:-('=$-3$+#0$!-;;=$%$/;%6'$-($*"'$g(-&'.1'$!"'.'$
*-9'$G#!1$4#*"$3#.!%.,1$%(,$4%65!%.,17$I*.#;;-(:$#($%$4'%0*-30;$4'%6"$*"'.'=$+#0$!#0;,$1''$%$
stunning water scene, with waves crashing upon the shore. As you turned a corner you would 

1''$*"'$1%9'$16'('$!-*"$6.%1"'1$*0.(-(:$4%65$-(*#$!%&'1$%(,$G#!-(:$#0*!%.,17$>"'$901-6$,'-

picting this scene sounds equally appealing forwards or backwards, perhaps.

- N.U.



Corey Rubin (b.1983)Nicholas Underhill

Fantasie

In 2006 Rubin began composing a new series of chamber pieces featuring piano and strings 

(including four piano quartets, a piano quintet, piano trio, and pieces for individual strings and 

piano) of which the Fantasie$-1$*"'$;%*'1*$-(1*%;;9'(*7$O*$'2'9/;-Y'1$"-1$.'('!',$-(*'.'1*$-($
traditional tonal structures propelled through a prism of contemporary techniques and a broad 

harmonic language.

- J.H.R.

Justin Henry rubin

Dr. Justin Rubin is Professor of Music and Chair of the Composition Program at the University 

of Minnesota Duluth. He has released four CDs of his works: Nostalgia (2009) featuring chamber 

works for the bassoon on the Innova label, Constellations (2011) focusing on string music on 

MSR Classics, A Waltz Through the Vapor featuring pianist Matthew McCright, also on Innova 

ABCDVF=$%(,$Currents (2015) on Centaur Recordings, which is focused on works for percussion. 

In 2009 he was inducted into the Academy of Distinguished Teachers that represents the highest 

recognition by the University of its most distinguished scholar-teachers. A graduate of the 

Manhattan School of Music, Purchase College, and the University of Arizona, Rubin is active as 

a performer on both organ and piano. His diverse concert repertoire (ranging from the Baroque, 

to Schubert, to Xenakis) has informed an eclectic compositional style.

 

- J.H.R.

See Personnel for Bio



Personnel

Violinist%9'"'%4:))83+$/;%+-(:$"%1$4''($,'16.-4',$%1$N,%UU;-(:Q$%(,$N6%/*-&%*-(:Q=$Y(,-(:$
“nuance and character in every part of the phrase”. As a musician, she embraces the classical 

canon but eagerly explores new music that spans a variety of genres. Cara is a founding member 

of the Cleveland based chamber groups No Exit and Almeda Trio and has performed in concert 

halls throughout the United States and abroad.

After throwing a tantrum in a toy store because her mother would not buy her a Mickey Mouse 

&-#;-(=$L%.%$4':%($1*0,+-(:$*"'$&-#;-($%*$%:'$Y&'$%*$>"'$L;'&';%(,$O(1*-*0*'$#3$H01-6)1$I%*#$
Center for Suzuki Studies. She holds degrees in violin performance from The Cleveland Institute 

of Music and Cleveland State University and counts David Updegraff and Paul Kantor among her 

9#1*$-(G0'(*-%;$*'%6"'.17

L%.%$!%1$*"'$/.-(6-/%;$1'6#(,$&-#;-(-1*$#3$*"'$8/'.%$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%$3.#9$BCCbSBCDC$%(,$
has been a member of The Canton Symphony, City Music Cleveland, red {an orchestra} and 

the Spoleto USA festival orchestra. She has performed as a violin soloist with The Cleveland 

T"-;"%.9#(-6=$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$g(-&'.1-*+$8.6"'1*.%=$>"'$H%.-#($T"-;"%.9#(-6$%(,$L;'&';%(,)1$
Suburban Symphony.

An avid educator, Cara has maintained a private violin studio for over ten years. She has been on 

the faculty of Cleveland State University, The Aurora School of Music and The Music Settlement. 

Currently, Cara teaches at Laurel School in Shaker Heights, where she directs their Music 

]6%,'9+7$L%.%$%;1#$'([#+1$6#(,06*-(:$%(,$6#%6"-(:$6"%94'.$901-6$%(,$"%1$:-&'($H%1*'.$
Classes throughout the United States.

Cara lives in Cleveland Heights with her husband, cellist Nicholas Diodore, and their young son.



Violist James Rhodes has performed in concerts throughout the United States and Eastern 

Europe as a soloist, chamber and orchestral musician. Being raised in a musical home, James 

began playing piano at age four and viola at age eight. He has studied with teachers Dr. David 

Dalton (BYU), Dr. Minor Wetzel (Los Angeles Philharmonic) and Mark Jackobs (Cleveland 

8.6"'1*.%=$L;'&';%(,$O(1*-*0*'$#3$H01-6F7$K%9'1$,'40*',$%1$&-#;%$1#;#-1*$%*$%:'$Df$/'.3#.9-(:$
];%($I"0;9%()1$Theme and Variations for Viola and Orchestra. He has been the recipient of 

numerous awards and scholarships and holds a masters degree from the Cleveland Institute of 

Music in viola performance. 

Recently, James performed as a soloist live on WCLV 104.9 as part of Centennial Celebration 

#3$*"'$H01-6$I'**;'9'(*$-($L;'&';%(,$8"-#7$L0..'(*;+=$K%9'1$/'.3#.91$%1$%($#.6"'1*.%;$
901-6-%($.':0;%.;+$!-*"$*"'$L;'&';%(,$T#/1$8.6"'1*.%=$?;0'c%*'.$L"%94'.$8.6"'1*.%$%(,$*"'$
@.-'$T"-;"%.9#(-67$]1$%$6"%94'.$901-6-%(=$K%9'1$"%1$.'6'(*;+$[#-(',$<#$@2-*=$%($'(1'94;'$
dedicated to performing new music. 

As a music educator James has directed youth orchestras, coached chamber music, is a 

registered Suzuki educator and currently serves as faculty member at the Music Settlement in 

L;'&';%(,=$8"-#$!#.5-(:$/.-9%.-;+$%1$%$&-#;%h&-#;-($-(1*.06*#.$-($*"'$I0U05-$,'/%.*9'(*7

P'$%;1#$1'.&'1$%1$901-6$,-.'6*#.$%*$*"'$P0,1#($H#(*'11#.-$I6"##;$-($P0,1#(=$8"-#$%(,$1'.&'1$
#($*"'$3%60;*+$%*$*"'$X'%6"-(:$P'-:"*1$1099'.$901-6$/.#:.%9$-($L;'&';%(,$P'-:"*1=$8"-#7$
K%9'1$-1$#($*"'$:#&'.(-(:$4#%.,$#3$*"'$8"-#$i-#;%$I#6-'*+$%(,$"%1$4''($%$9'94'.$#3$*"'$3%60;*+$
%*$*"'$]0.#.%$I6"##;$#3$901-6$-($]0.#.%=$8"-#7

P'$;#&'1$[%UU=$"-1*#.+=$1/#.*1=$4'-(:$-($*"'$#0*,##.1=$%(,$1/'(,-(:$*-9'$!-*"$"-1$!-3'=$L%..-'=$%(,$
their four young children Rebecca, James, David, and Isaac.



 

Cellist Nicholas Diodore was born in Marion, Indiana to a musical family and quickly established 

a reputation as a very talented cellist. He won several competitions and was the recipient of 

many awards before attending high school. He received his early musical instruction from 

Geoffrey Lapin of the Indianapolis Symphony

Mr. Diodore attended high school at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. There, as a 

student of Crispin Campbell, he excelled in the study of 20th century compositions as well as in 

chamber music. During the time he spent there, Mr. Diodore was a prize winner at the Fischoff 

International Chamber Music competition and the Grand Prize winner of the Downbeat Magazine 

Chamber Music Competition. He graduated in 1995 with the highest honors in both music and 

academics. In 1996 Mr. Diodore attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he was a 

student of Alan Harris. While at CIM he also studied with Merry Peckham of the Cavani Quartet 

%(,$!-*"$X-6"%.,$c'-11=$%11-1*%(*$/.-(6-/;'$6';;-1*$#3$*"'$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%7$P'$/'.3#.9',$-($
the master-classes of Paul Katz and Gary Hoffman.

Mr. Diodore participated in several well-known summer music festivals. He was one of the 

youngest participants in the Quartet Program at Bucknell University. From 1996 to 1999 he 

spent his summers at the Aspen Music Festival where he held third chair in the Aspen Chamber 

8.6"'1*.%7$O($BCCC$%(,$BCCD$"'$!%1$%66'/*',$*#$/%.*-6-/%*'$-($*"'$L%+9%($O1;%(,1$H01-6$
Festival. Currently Mr. Diodore holds a faculty position at the Aurora School of Music and the 

Cleveland Music School Settlement. In addition to maintaining a large private studio his duties 

include regular performances of solo and chamber music. He also serves on the board of 

directors of the Cleveland Cello Society.



Pianist/composer Nicholas Underhill holds a Masters Degree in Piano from the New England 

L#(1'.&%*#.+$#3$H01-67$P-1$*'%6"'.1$-(6;0,'$j#(.%,$c#;33=$j%*[%$](,+=$@,90(,$?%**'.14+$%(,$
Russell Sherman. Well known in Boston, New York City and Cleveland as a champion of new 

music for the piano, he has performed solo recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall, Weill Recital Hall 

and Merkin Concert Hall. He was featured in the prestigious Dame Myra Hess Memorial concerts 

in Chicago in 1991. His collaborative recitals include programs with his wife, Mary Kay Fink. He 

has taught piano at Mount Union College and Hiram College, and has performed on numerous 

#66%1-#(1$!-*"$*"'$L;'&';%(,$?%;;'*$8.6"'1*.%=$*"'$L;'&';%(,$L"%94'.$I+9/"#(+$%(,$$*"'$
Cleveland Chamber Collective.

]1$%$6#9/#1'.=$g(,'."-;;)1$901-6$"%1$4''($/'.3#.9',$4+$*"'$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%=$*"'$8"-#$
Music Teachers Association, The Fortnightly Musical Club, The Cleveland Flute Society, The 

e.%9'.6+$>.-#=$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%$/;%+'.1$H%.+$j%+$R-(5=$>%5%5#$H%1%9'=$k-1%$?#+5#=$
Richard King, and pianist Randall Hodgkinson.



Flutist Sean Gabriel$-1$60..'(*;+$*"'$/.-(6-/%;$G0*-1*$#3$*"'$?;0'$c%*'.$L"%94'.$8.6"'1*.%$%(,$
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. Mr. Gabriel is also a member of the Erie Philharmonic 

8.6"'1*.%$#3$T'((1+;&%(-%$%(,$!%1$*"'$/.-(6-/%;$G0*-1*$#3$*"'$8/'.%$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%$3.#9$
2002 to 2010. He is a frequent recitalist in the Cleveland area, especially at Baldwin-Wallace 

and Cleveland State Universities, where he serves on the music faculties. Mr. Gabriel has also 

/'.3#.9',$!-*"$*"'$]5.#($I+9/"#(+=$k+.-6$8/'.%$L;'&';%(,=$L;'&';%(,$T#/1$%(,$"%1$1'.&',$%1$
/.-(6-/%;$G0*'$#3$*"'$?%;,!-(Sc%;;%6'$?%6"$R'1*-&%;$L"%94'.$8.6"'1*.%7



Percussionist Luke Rinderknecht has performed as percussion soloist with The Cleveland 

8.6"'1*.%$AT%0;$L.'1*#()1$L#(6'.*#$3#.$H%.-94%F=$L-*+H01-6$L;'&';%(,$A]&('.$^#.9%()1$Uzu and 

Muzu from KakaruzuF=$%(,$*"'$L;'&';%(,$d#0*"$c-(,$I+9/"#(+$AK%9'1$?%1*%)1$L#(6'.*#$3#.$
Marimba). Equally at home in chamber music and orchestral settings, he has premiered dozens of 

new works with the New Juilliard Ensemble, Metropolis Ensemble, and in recital. He was recently 

%//#-(*',$/.-(6-/%;$/'.6011-#($#3$L-*+H01-6$%(,$-1$'26-*',$*#$[#-($<#$@2-*=$L;'&';%(,)1$('!$
music ensemble. Last season he appeared with Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble ACJW, Metropolis 

@(1'94;'=$e;%(5=$*"'$L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%=$*"'$?033%;#$T"-;"%.9#(-6$8.6"'1*.%=$%(,$*"'$c'1*$
i-.:-(-%$I+9/"#(+7$O($/.'&-#01$1'%1#(1$"'$"%1$%;1#$%//'%.',$!-*"$*"'$H'*.#/#;-*%($8/'.%=$l%*%.$
T"-;"%.9#(-6=$^-.*+$T.#['6*#.1=$R'1*-&%;$L"%94'.$H01-6=$I*7$Luke)1$L"%94'.$8.6"'1*.%=$i-.:-(-%$
I+9/"#(+=$%(,$-($*"'$/-*$#3$?.#%,!%+)1$Legally Blonde. 

P'$6%($4'$"'%.,$!-*"$>"'$?033%;#$T"-;"%.9#(-6$8.6"'1*.%$#($*"'-.$,#04;'$e.%99+$%!%.,S!-((-(:$
.'6#.,-(:$#3$K#"($L#.-:;-%(#)1$Mr. Tambourine Man, as well as with The Knights on three albums 

from Sony Classical. He completed Bachelor and Master of Music degrees at Juilliard, where he 

studied with Daniel Druckman, Gordon Gottlieb, and Greg Zuber, and received the Peter Mennin 

Prize for outstanding achievement and leadership in music. In the summers he is a faculty artist 

at the Bowdoin International Music Festival in Brunswick, Maine, and has also performed at the 

Marlboro, Castleton, Verbier, Barbican Blaze, BBC Proms, and Seoul Drum festivals. Luke grew 

up in Shaker Heights and is delighted to call the Lomond neighborhood home once again. 



Associate director/composer James Praznik is a composer, conductor, and pianist whose work 

has garnered acclaim among his peers as well as audiences. As a composer of highly expressive 

music, James has composed music for concerts, stage productions and commercial videogames. 

P'$"%1$/%.*-6-/%*',$-($*"'$O(*'.;#6"'($L#9/#1'.)1$O(1*-*0*'$%(,$*"'$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$L#9/#1'.)1$
X'6#.,-(:$O(1*-*0*'=$%(,$.'6'-&',$"#(#.1$106"$%1$*"'$g(-&'.1-*+$#3$]5.#($80*1*%(,-(:$L#9/#1'.$
]!%.,$#($*!#$#66%1-#(1$*"'$g(-&'.1-*+$#3$]5.#($80*1*%(,-(:$T-%(-1*$]!%.,=$%(,$*"'$?%-($H0..%+$
Award for Music.

James has been a guest composer, arranger, pianist and conductor for the “Monsterpianos!” 

6#(6'.*1$-($]5.#(=$8"-#=$%(,$*".#0:"$*"'$L;'&';%(,$L#(*'9/#.%.+$T;%+'.1$!#.51"#/1$"'$
.'6'-&',$.'6#.,-(:1$#3$"-1$/-'6'1$9%,'$4+$1#9'$#3$*#,%+)1$;'%,-(:$&-.*0#1-7$P'$"%1$4''($
6#99-11-#(',$4+$*"'$('!$901-6$'(1'94;'$N<#$@2-*Q=$%(,$<]I]$-($6#([0(6*-#($!-*"$*"'$
Cleveland Ingenuity Festival.  His music has been performed at E.J. Thomas Hall, Cleveland 

State University, The University of Akron, The Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art, The 

Cleveland Ingenuity Festival, Brandeis University and Wellesley College. As a pianist and a 

/.#/#('(*$#3$#*"'.$6#9/#1'.1)$901-6=$K%9'1$"%1$/'.3#.9',$#($>"'$8"-#$I*%*'$g(-&'.1-*+$('!$
901-6$6#(6'.*1=$*"'$j'(*065+$<'!$H01-6$R'1*-&%;$';'6*.#m%6#01*-6$6#(6'.*1=$%(,$%1$%$9'94'.$
of the Akron New Music Ensemble. He is an associate director of “No Exit”, a Cleveland based 

new music ensemble, and is an original member of “Duo Approximate”, a group that performs live 

1#0(,*.%651$*#$1-;'(*$Y;917$X'6'(*;+$K%9'1$6.'%*',$1#0(,$'33'6*1$3#.$*"'$Y;9$NI"#65!%&'1Q$4+$
media artist Kasumi.

P'$"#;,1$%$4%6"';#.)1$,':.''$-($6#9/#1-*-#($%(,$*"'#.+$3.#9$*"'$g(-&'.1-*+$#3$]5.#($!"'.'$"'$
studied compostion with Daniel McCarthy and Nikola Resanovic (as well as piano under Philip 

>"#91#(F$=$%(,$"%1$.'6'(*;+$.'6'-&',$%$9%1*'.)1$,':.''$-($6#9/#1-*-#($%*$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$
g(-&'.1-*+$!"'.'$"'$1*0,-',$!-*"$](,.'!$X-(,G'-16"$%(,$e.':$^)];'11-#7$L0..'(*;+$K%9'1$-1$
aPhD canidate at Brandeis University where he studies with Eric Chasalow, David Rakowski and 

Yu-Hui Chang.



Artistic director/composer and Cleveland native, Timothy Beyer has been active as both a 

composer and performer in an eclectic range of musical mediums. He has composed for a 

&%.-'*+$#3$6#(6'.*$901-6$:'(.'1=$"%1$16#.',$3#.$Y;9=$,%(6'=$%(,$"%1$/.#,06',$9%(+$!#.51$-($*"'$
electronic music idiom, which have garnered him acclaim. As a performer, he was the 

3#0(,-(:$9'94'.$%(,$*.#94#(-1*$#3$L;'&';%(,)1$-((#&%*-&'$K%9%-6%($[%UU$4%(,$T.'110.'$^.#/7$
He received his Masters of Music degree in music composition from Cleveland State University. 

H.7$?'+'.)1$901-6$"%1$4''($/'.3#.9',$*".#0:"#0*$*"'$g7I7$%(,$@0.#/'$4+$%.*-1*1$106"$
%1$6;%.-('*-1*$T%*$8)j''3'=$G0*-1*1$L%.;*#($i-65'.1$%(,$I'%($e%4.-';=$6';;-1*1$^%&-,$X011';;$%(,$
Craig Hultgren, pianist Jenny Lin and contemporary music ensembles Zeitgeist, the Verge 

Ensemble, the Cleveland Chamber Collective and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. His 

works have also been featured at the Aki Festival and the Utah Arts Festival in addition to many 

.%,-#$4.#%,6%1*1$*".#0:"#0*$*"'$6#0(*.+7$P'$-1$60..'(*;+$!#.5-(:$#($1'&'.%;$.'6#.,-(:$/.#['6*1$
-(6;0,-(:$%$&#6%;h';'6*.#(-6$6#;;%4#.%*-#($!-*"$6#9/#1'.$](,.'!$X-(,G'-16"=$%(,$%$L^$/.#['6*$
featuring his “Amputate” series of electroacoustic works. 

>"'$c%1"-(:*#($T#1*$"%1$,'6;%.',$>-9#*"+$?'+'.J1$901-6$*#$4'$N%1$906"$/#'*.+$%1$-*$!%1$
901-6Q7$$n$I*'/"'($?.##5'1$Z$The Washington Post,$]/.7$BCDD\



Assistant to the artistic director/composer Eric M. C. Gonzalez is a composer of solo works, 

6"%94'.$/-'6'1=$';'6*.#%6#01*-6=$';'6*.#(-6$901-6$%(,$!#.51$3#.$Y;9$%(,$*"'%*'.7$@.-6$-1$*"'$
director and cellist of the string ensemble Forest City Chambers. Eric studied composition with 

](,.'!$X-(,G'-16"$%(,$e.':$^)];'11-#=$6';;#$/'.3#.9%(6'$!-*"$^%&-,$];;'($P%..';;$#3$>"'$
L;'&';%(,$8.6"'1*.%=$%(,$Y;9$901-6$!-*"$H-6"%';$?%09:%.*('.$%*$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$g(-&'.1-*+7

@(1'94;'1$@.-6$"%1$6#9/#1',$3#.$-(6;0,'$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$g(-&'.1-*+$L"%94'.$8.6"'1*.%=$*"'$
Cleveland State University Experimental Ensemble, the JACK Quartet, The Genkin Philharmonic. 

In 2011 and 2012, the works Elliptical and A Priori Music No. 3 were recorded by engineer David 

d#1*$%*$*"'$L;'&';%(,$L#9/#1'.1)$X'6#.,-(:$O(1*-*0*'$%*$L;'&';%(,$I*%*'$g(-&'.1-*+7

 In 2014, Eric performed, arranged and composed music for the avant-garde mixed-genre 

musical Tingle Tangle, which consists of works for cello, electronics, guitar, vocals and 

percussion. Eric has composed music for plays with the Cleveland Theater company Theater 

<-([%1=$%(,$L;'&';%(,$T04;-6$>"'%*.'7

@.-6$!#($*"'$<#$@2-*$<'!$H01-6$@(1'94;'$L#99-11-#($L#9/'*-*-#($-($BCDD$%(,$BCDV=$3#.$!"-6"$
he composed PILLS for solo piano, and Late Spring$3#.$/-%(#$M0%.*'*7$O($BCDV=$@.-6$!%1$*"'$
recipient of the Bain Murray Award for Composition.

Art director Edwin Wade is a modernist printmaker and painter. Edwin designs all the print and 

web materials and is responsible for the visual aesthetic of No Exit. An avid Mid-Century Modern 

collector Mr. Wade lives with his wife Mary, son Jackson and their dog Pablo in Ft. Lauderdale. 

@,!-()1$!#.5$"%1$4''($3'%*0.',$#($Pe>i)1$^'1-:($I*%.$%(,$<?L)1$@2*.'9'$P#9'$?0-;,'.17

His work can be found on Etsy, and Just Modern Home Decor in Palm Springs, CA

https://www.etsy.com/shop/EdwinWade
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